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Introducing CO2Neutral™ IT Asset Recovery from SHI 
SHI has partnered with Carbon Neutral to provide a practical, cost-effective 
solution for organizations who want to get cash back and carbon credits 
for their aging and unwanted IT assets.

Step 3: Get Paid
We will convert your securely sanitized 
assets into cash by selling into established 
markets. Carbon Neutral will generate 
certified carbon credits using their 
proprietary carbon credit generation protocol. 
These are then transferred back to you.

Step 2: Trade & Sanitize
SHI’s partner, Carbon Neutral, will securely 
pick-up and transport your IT assets to an 
ISO-certified processing facility where they 
are audited, tested, de-branded and wiped 
clean in accordance with National Institute 
of Standards and Technology 800-88 
Guidelines for Media Sanitization.

Step 1: Asset Appraisal
Contact SHI to identify the End-of-First-Life™ 
technology (aging and unwanted IT assets) 
you are looking to dispose of and SHI will 
provide you with an appraisal detailing what 
your assets are worth.

How it works:

CO2Neutral™ IT Asset 
Recovery Program
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To learn more, reach out to your SHI Account Executive
or email AssetRecoveryServices@shi.com.

Introducing CO2Neutral™
IT Asset Recovery Program

Why Go CO2Neutral?

Industry Leading Security & Data Sanitization

Secure Pick-up & Transport

 ✓ Dedicated truck and crew

 ✓ Secure, sealed transport

 ✓ Direct dock-to-dock transfer

Secure ISO-Certified 
Processing Facility

 ✓ Detailed unit counts

 ✓ Serial numbers and asset 
tags stored 

 ✓ 24/7 video and guard 
surveillance

Data Wipe & De-brand

 ✓ Assets de-branded

 ✓ NIST 800-88 data wiping 
protocol

 ✓ Data wipe & destruction 
certificates issued

Benefit from peace of mind knowing 
that your organization’s sensitive    
data has been securely and 
appropriately removed with a NIST-
compliant data wipe.

Offset your carbon footprint and add 
legitimacy to your carbon reduction 
goals with verified carbon credits that 
are registered and serialized on the 
CSA’s CleanProjects® Registry.

Save thousands of dollars in storage 
and disposal costs by trading in your 
unused IT assets.

Join the conversation and be a trail-
blazer in reducing your carbon impact 
by participating in this program.

Receive cash back and/or account 
credits for the resale value of your 
refurbished IT.

Be proud that you are making carbon 
neutral IT decisions at a time of growing 
demand for sustainability.

Partners:

Available to customers in the United States and Canada only
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